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Siemens Mobility to Create Andorra’s
Multi-Modal Transportation Platform
•

Will provide real-time information to passengers

•

Application to be built by HaCon

•

Supports Andorra’s vision for sustainable transport

Siemens Mobility, HaCon and eos.uptrade will create an intermodal mobility platform
for Forces Elèctriques d'Andorra (FEDA), which was appointed to create this
platform by the Government and the seven councils of Andorra. The application will
integrate several transportation modes across the country and the first phase of the
application will be available for download by riders in fall 2019. It includes public
buses, electric bike-sharing and chargers for electric vehicles, and on- and off-street
parking. It will allow riders to view available transportation options, plan their trip in
real-time and manage payments across the various modes of transport. The
investment will help Andorra achieve its’ sustainability goals, including lowering
carbon emissions and promoting public and multimodal transport.
“Cities are increasingly understanding the importance of connecting different modes
of transportation to ensure a seamless transition for passengers from the first mile to
the last mile, improving passenger experience. These platforms not only make it
easier for passengers to plan and pay for transportation, but also help cities promote
sustainable transport,” said Michael Peter, CEO of Siemens Mobility.

The new tool will also help transportation operators improve the quality of their
service and will allow transportation administrators to access real-time data to
monitor the quality and efficiency of service.
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The application will be rolled out in three phases starting with real-time trip planning
and ticketing for regional buses. A first version of the application will be available to
riders in fall 2019.

The application will be built on a platform created by HaCon, a Siemens subsidiary.
Each day, HaCon’s apps and web-based solutions receive over 100 million requests
from passengers who rely on HaCon technology to empower their mobility choices.
Together, Siemens Mobility and the Siemens companies of HaCon, eos.uptrade,
Bytemark and Aimsun provide a unique and holistic ecosystem of digital services
and solutions. From trip planning across passenger communication to mobile
ticketing, payment and comprehensive Mobility as a Service (MaaS) solutions, from
fleet management, to train planning systems and mobility data analytics, there is
one common goal: enhancing the passenger experience – with the combined power
for mobility.

This press release is available at www.siemens.com/press/PR2019060283MOEN
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Follow us on Twitter at: www.twitter.com/SiemensMobility

For further information about Siemens Mobility, please see:
www.siemens.com/mobility
Siemens Mobility is a separately managed company of Siemens AG. As a leader in transport solutions for more
than 160 years, Siemens Mobility is constantly innovating its portfolio in its core areas of rolling stock, rail
automation and electrification, turnkey systems, intelligent traffic systems as well as related services. With
digitalization, Siemens Mobility is enabling mobility operators worldwide to make infrastructure intelligent, increase
value sustainably over the entire lifecycle, enhance passenger experience and guarantee availability. In fiscal year
2018, which ended on September 30, 2018, the former Siemens Mobility Division posted revenue of €8.8 billion and
had around 34,200 employees worldwide. Further information is available at: www.siemens.com/mobility.
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